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ABSTRACT
Darknet is a network that transmits data on the Internet through
anonymous network technology and protects the relationship be-
tween the two sides of communication from being leaked. Because
the IP addresses of both sides of the communication cannot be
traced on the darknet, the identity of the user cannot be deter-
mined. The darknet is used by criminals to engage in criminal
activities. This paper studies the URL address of the darknet, pro-
poses an algorithm for darknet URL recognition using artificial
neural network. The algorithm transforms URL into a fixed length
vector, and then uses it as a part of the input data of artificial neural
network for learning and classification. Experiments show that the
proposed algorithm has high accuracy, can accurately identify the
darknet URL through multiple iterations under different attribute
accuracy. Experimental results show that the proposed algorithm
can achieve 99.3% detection accuracy.
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1 INTRODUCTION
With the popularity of the Internet, people spend a lot of time on
the Internet. The increasing network activities include not only
legal but also illegal activities. For example: network fraud, hacker
attacks, phishing and so on. Network crime has become an impor-
tant hidden danger threatening people’s safety, and it is also an
important part of the national crackdown on supervision. One of
the key steps to crack down on network crime is to find out the
criminals in the network, that is, to find out the IP addresses of
illegal users, and then to find the criminals.

TCP / IP protocol is mainly used in Internet communication. In
the pure TCP/IP protocol, each user’s IP address is trackable. To
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avoid tracking, criminals do not communicate directly through IP
address, but use anonymous communication network to hide their
identity, such as Tor [1], I2P [2], Freenet [3] and so on. Anonymous
communication network has a popular name - Darknet. Lots of
content on Darknet are dangerous [4]. Many researches had been
done on darknet, such as Tor based application classification [5],
encrypted traffic classification [6-7], bridge discover [8], running
environment [9] and so on. This paper will study the identification
of darknet URL.

On the Internet, people can visit a website through its IP address
or URL. Similar to web sites on the Internet, users need to know
the address of a darknet site when they want to visit it. Because
the darknet server will not disclose its IP address, the users have to
access the darknet site through its URL. Identifying the address of
the darknet and reducing its spread can effectively curb the devel-
opment of the darknet. This paper studies how to use the method
of artificial neural network to identify the address of darknet and
Internet website.

The main contributions of this paper are as follows:
• An artificial neural network (ANN)-based method is pro-
posed to detect the darknet URL;

• Collect the darknet URL from Internet
• Develop a prototype system to evaluate the performance of
the darknet URL detection algorithm.

The arrangement of this paper is as follows. In the second section,
this paper introduces the related work of darknet URL classification.
The third section introduces the address recognition method based
on artificial neural network; In section 4, the algorithm proposed
in this paper is analyzed by experiments. Finally, the conclusion of
this paper is summarized.

2 RELATEDWORK
URL recognition is a hot topic in the research. Many algorithms for
URL recognition on the Internet are proposed.

The simplest way to classify URLs is to use regular expressions
for filtering. This method is applicable to URLs with characteristic
strings. For example, the URL contains some sensitive strings, the
characteristic domain name ".onion" in the dark network address,
etc. However, in order to avoid detection, the feature string in the
URL can be easily hidden by character replacement. At this time,
we can use the method of machine learning to classify URLs.

The first step is to find suitable attributes of the URL. Then,
classification algorithms, such as decision tree [10-11], support
vector machine [12-13], Naive Bayesian [14], random forest [15]
and so on, are used to learning relationship from these attributes.

Mohammed et al. [16] used clustering method to assign a ID to
each URL based on lexical features and classified phishing site URL
based on the clustering result.

Artificial neural network has a better classification performance
and is widely used in URL classification. K. Shima et al. [17] uses a
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512 dimensions vector to represent the original URL and normalizes
the vector. Then, the deep neural network is used to detect the
URL classification. The method proves the advantage of artificial
neural network in URL classification and recognition. But the vector
dimension adopted in this method is large, which increases the
calculation time.

Afzal et al. [18] used both LSTM (Long Short-Term Memory) and
k-means clustering algorithm to classify malicious URL based on
semantic and lexical features.

In some situations, the URL’s number of different classes is dif-
ferent. The imbalance data will affect the classification result. Seok
et al. [19] acquired the features based on deep learning to solve the
problem of URL class imbalance. They also learned the similarity
of URL based on a triplet network structure.

In order to improve the computational efficiency of darknet URL,
this paper will introduce a new method to extract vectors from the
characters of URL, and use the artificial neural network method to
identify the darknet URL.

3 DARKNET URL DETECTION
Artificial neural network (ANN) is an algorithm that can automat-
ically learn the rules of data. The application of artificial neural
network in URL recognition of darknet can obtain higher accuracy.

The first step to detection darknet URL is to acquire the apposite
features of URL.

We can think of a URL as a string, and then extract string related
properties from the URL. For example, the length of a string, the
number of a special character, whether a substring appears, etc. In
URL detection, we pay more attention to some special characters
or substrings according to a priori knowledge. For example, the
number of occurrences of HTTP or HTTPS can reflect whether
there is redirection in the URL, the symbol "/" can reflect the number
of virtual directories in the URL, and ". JSP” ". PHP "can reflect
whether the website uses dynamic web pages, etc. These string
attributes do not fully represent the characteristics of the URL, or
the original URL cannot be restored from these attributes. The string
rule contained in the darknet URL is not as obvious as the Internet
URL. In order to detect the darknet URL, more URL information
needs to be retained. Therefore, we use a vectorization method to
represent URL features. For shorter URLs, this vector attribute has
a one-to-one relationship with the URL.

A URL is made up of characters. If each character is represented
by a number, the URL can become a vector composed of a set of
numbers. The length of different URL is different, so the vector is
different. In order to make the length of the URL vector the same,
we truncate or fill in the length of the URL vector, and only keep
the previous fixed length. Let L indicate the reserved character
length. When the length of URL n is greater than L, only the front
L characters are reserved. When n is less than L, the last (L – n)
positions of the vector are filled with 0. We call such a vector a
character numeric vector.

In order to make full use of the URL vector, when L > n, the
last (L-n) positions can be used to represent the occurrence of a
character combination. Each character combination is represented
by a unique value different from the single character. When such
a character combination appears in the URL, fill in the value at a

certain position in the URL vector. Which character combination
can be recorded and where they are placed can be obtained statisti-
cally. For example, for the character combination "HTTPS", assign
a unique value v1 to it. When L > n, fill v1 in the nth position of the
URL vector. Because the value of character combination is different
from that of a single character, the original URL can still be restored
according to the URL vector.

There are different ways to map each character in a URL to a
numeric value. Users can randomly assign different values to each
character, or sort the number of appearing times of each character
in the URL according to the past URL statistical results, and set
the value of each character according to the sorted order value.
No matter which method is adopted, it is necessary to ensure that
each character corresponds to only one numerical value, and each
numerical value corresponds to only one character. In the following
experiments, the second method is used to determine the corre-
sponding value of each character, and the character combination
information is not saved in the URL vector to simplify the calcula-
tion process.

When n is less than L, the length of the URL can be seen through
the character value vector, but when the length of the URL is greater
than n, the length of the URL cannot be seen from the character
value vector. In order to keep the URL length information, we add
a numerical value before the character array vector - the length of
the URL. After adding the URL length, the character array vector
is called the URL numeric vector. The length of the URL numeric
vector is L + 1。

It can be seen from the construction process of URL numeric
vector that when n is less than or equal to L, the URL numeric
vector contains all the information of the URL. When n is greater
than L, the URL numeric vector can only partially recover the
URL, and part of the URL information will be lost. In theory, the
larger the URL numeric vector is, the more information the URL
contains and the more accurate the classification is. But the longer
it takes to compute. In the following experimental part, we will do
experiments on different URL numeric vector lengths and artificial
neural network parameters, compare and analyze their effects on
URL recognition in darknet.

4 EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS
In order to detect the darknet address recognition algorithm based
on artificial neural network proposed in this paper, 2500 Inter-
net website URLs are collected from Alexa [20], and 2500 darknet
addresses are collected from the darknet search engine for experi-
ments.

When using artificial neural network for darknet URL recogni-
tion, each URL will be vectorized first. Then the URL vector is input
into the artificial neural network for learning or classification.

The neural network used in this experiment consists of an input
layer, a density layer composed of N nodes, a dropout layer and
an output layer. The number of nodes N in the density layer after
the input layer will affect the detection accuracy. This experiment
compares and analyzes the accuracy of different N and L values for
darknet URL detection.
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Figure 1: Comparison of Test Data Set and Training Data Set.

4.1 Comparison between Training Data Set and
Test Data Set

In the experiment, we use 500 Internet URLs and 500 darknet URLs
as the test data set, and the remaining 2000 Internet URLs and
2000 darknet URLs as the training data set. First, we compare the
accuracy and loss values of training data set and test data set when
N is 32 and L is 51, as shown in Figure 1

In the following figure, N represents the number of nodes in
the second layer of neural network; L represents the number of
attributes contained in each data; “Train” represents training data
set; “Test” stands for test data set. The full name of ACC is accuracy,
which means accuracy; “Loss” means loss rate. The abscissa repre-
sents the number of iterations, and each data set has 20 iterations;
The ordinate represents the accuracy or loss rate corresponding to
the icon title.

It can be seen from sub figure a in figure 1 that when the parame-
ter is N32L51, the accuracy difference between the training data set
and the test data set is small, and the accuracy of the training data
set is slightly higher than that of the test data set. In the sub figure
b of figure 1, the loss rate difference between the training data set
and the test data set is small, and the loss rate of the training data
set is slightly lower than that of the test data set. This is because the
training results are based on the training data set, so the accuracy
will be higher than the test data set.

4.2 Influence of Parameter L on Test Results
Then, in order to analyze the influence of parameter L on the detec-
tion results, we adopt the method of N unchanged and L changed
to obtain the accuracy and loss values of the training data set and
the test data set in turn, as shown in figure 2, figure 3, figure 4 and
figure 5 respectively.

It can be seen from the experimental results that when the num-
ber of iterations increases, the accuracy of different L improves and
tends to be stable. When N is constant, the greater L is, the higher
the accuracy is. This is because the larger the L, the more URLs can
completely save their information in the URL numeric vector.

4.3 Influence of Parameter N on Experimental
Results

Then, in order to analyze the influence of parameter N on the
experimental results, we adopt the method of L unchanged and
N changed, and compare the experimental data when L is 11, 31,

Figure 2: Comparison of Influence Results of Parameter L
on Accuracy of Test Data Set.

Figure 3: Comparison of Influence Results of Parameter L
on Loss Value of Test Data Set.

51 and 71, as shown in figure 6, figure 7, figure 8 and figure 9
respectively.

Combining with the above analysis, we can get that the size of
N has a great influence on the initial value of experimental results.
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Figure 4: Comparison of the Influence of Parameter L on the
Accuracy of Training Data Set.

Figure 5: Comparison of the Influence of Parameter L on the
loss Value of Training Data Set.

Figure 6: Comparison of the Influence of ParameterN on the
Experimental Results when L is 11.

Figure 7: L Is the Comparison of the Influence of Parameter
N on the Experimental Results when L is 31.

Larger N can obtain higher accuracy and lower loss value. This
is because the more neural network nodes contain more network
parameters, which can better learn the relationship of URL.

5 CONCLUSION
The darknet is used to carry on the network crime. Detecting dark-
net URL is one of the key steps to curb darknet crime. This paper
extracts a numeric vector from URL and uses artificial neural net-
work to detect darknet URL. The length of URL numeric vector can
be adjusted flexibly, and the URL content can be partially recovered.
At the same time, different length of URL numeric vector can get
different classification effect. In this paper, the URL numeric vector
is input into the artificial neural network for training and detection,
and the relationship between the URL numeric vectors is automati-
cally learned by using the artificial neural network. Experiments
show that the detection accuracy is up to 99.3%. This paper only
uses an artificial neural network model, does not analyze the impact
of other network models, such as convolutional neural network,
long short term memory, recurrent neural network and transform
model, on the detection results. These works will be carried out
in future research. In the future work, we will also study how to
use neural network to detect phishing sites, darknets and malicious
URLs in darknet.
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Figure 8: Comparison of the Influence of Parameter N on the Experimental Results when L is 51.

Figure 9: Comparison of the Influence of Parameter N on the Experimental Results when L is 71.
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